Mississippi KIDS COUNT Media Attention

Northeast Mississippi News Daily Journal, Tupelo:
Annual KIDS COUNT Report Bumps State to 49 (Michaela Gibson Morris)

The Clarion Ledger, Jackson:
Mississippi off Bottom of KIDS COUNT List for Family, Child Well-Being (Ruth Ingram)

Gulflive.com:
Improvement in Early Childhood Education Helps Mississippi Raise KIDS COUNT Report Rating (Mississippi Press Staff)
KIDS COUNT Report Shows Economic Well-Being of U.S. Children Slips, Mississippi Improves (The Associated Press)

The SunHerald.com/Associated Press, Biloxi-Gulfport:

Yahoo News:
Mississippi, No Longer the Worst State to be a Kid (Eric Pfeiffer)

WTOK, Meridian:
Mississippi, Alabama Improve in KIDS COUNT Survey (Associated Press)

Facing South:
South Remains the Epicenter of U.S. Child Poverty Crisis (Sue Sturgis)
http://www.southernstudies.org/2013/06/south-remains-the-epicenter-of-us-child-poverty-cr.html

Politix:
Mississippi No Longer 'Worst State to be a Kid‘ (Dain Fitzgerald)

Natchezdemocrat.com:
Mississippi’s KIDS COUNT Ranking Not Reason to Celebrate (Editorial)

Wetpaint:
Which States Rank Among the Best and Worst States to Be a Kid? (Teddie McCormick)
Vicksburg Daily News:
**Mississippi No Longer Worst State to Be a Kid** (News Staff)

Care2:
**After 24 Years, Mississippi No Longer Worst State for Kids** (Judy Molland)